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0. Introduction.

0.0. This paper is a continuation of [3], which contains the motivation for this

work. Many of the terms and notations used in [3] will be used throughout this

paper without any explicit reference.

Suppose that 33 is a variety of groups. A group P is termed parafree(2) in S3,

or a parafree 33-group, or simply parafree if there is no question as to which variety

is involved, if

(i) P is a SB-group i.e., P e S3;

(ii) P is residually nilpotent;

(iii) P has the same lower central sequence(2) as some free S3-group.

The object of this paper is to investigate the properties of such parafree groups

with the basic hope (which is amply fulfilled) that many properties of the relevant

free group persist in the corresponding parafree group.

0.1. The first section is preliminary in nature being essentially elementary. First

we prove that if P is a parafree 33-group of finite rank and if N is a normal subgroup

of P whose quotient P/N is again parafree in S3 of the same rank as P, then ,¿V= 1.

This almost obvious fact implies that parafree groups of finite rank are hopfian.

Of course parafree groups of rank one are cyclic. It follows easily from this that a

parafree group of rank two is freely decomposable if and only if it is free. Next we

consider absolutely parafree groups i.e., groups parafree in the variety of all groups.

For such groups we prove that free products and free factors are again parafree.

0.2. In §2 we complement the results in [3] by obtaining some more, rather

different, parafree groups. We first consider one-relator groups.

Theorem 2.1. Let

Hu = (a,b,c;a = [c\ a][c¡, b]).

Then Hu is (absolutely) parafree but not free whenever ijj^O. Moreover if F is an

absolutely free group of rank two then

HJ[HU, BU S F¡[F, F"]

(where X" is the second derived group of the group X).
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Theorem 2.1 was announced in [4]. Whether the parameters /' and y distinguish

the groups Huj is unknown at present. However S. Meskin [27] has made some

inroads into this question.

Next we consider, in §2, ascending unions of parafree groups (in an arbitrary

variety 23) and establish conditions for such unions to have certain properties such

as parafreeness. This leads for example to the following rather remarkable theorem

(which was announced in [5]).

Theorem 2.2. Let a31; SS2,... be any countable family of varieties of groups,

none of which is the variety of all groups. Then there exists an absolutely parafree

group P of rank two with the following properties:

(1) P is an ascending union of free groups of rank two (and hence is locally free);

(2) P¡ V¡(P)^ F/ Vi(F) for »=1,2,..., where F is absolutely free of rank two (and

Vt(X) is the smallest normal subgroup of the group X such that X\ Vfji) e 33¡) ;

(3) F is not free.

The difference between Theorem 2.1 and Theorem 2.2 is that the Huj are finitely

generated although F is not. It should also be pointed out that F has finite rank

but infinite deviation.

0.3. In §3 we turn our attention to some embedding theorems for parafree

groups in certain well-behaved varieties, the so-called Magnus varieties (see [3]).

It follows from A. I. Mal'cev [26] that a parafree group in a Magnus variety W

has a representation in a graded algebra A. If 9# is the variety of all groups, A

is a power-series algebra. On the other hand if 501 is the variety of all metabelian

groups then A can be chosen in a rather nice way. This yields in particular the

pleasing

Corollary. Every parafree group in the variety of all metabelian groups has a

faithful representation in a matrix ring over a commutative field.

Whether every absolutely parafree group admits such an embedding is an open

question.

We prove last in §3 a generalization of a theorem about absolutely free groups.

Theorem 3.3. Every absolutely parafree group of countable rank can be embedded

in a parafree group of rank two.

Theorem 3.3 indicates to some extent the complicated nature of parafree groups

of rank two since there are at least continuously many parafree groups of countable

rank (see [3]).

0.4. In §4 we turn our attention to the subgroup structure of parafree groups.

We begin by first proving the (easy)

Theorem 4.1. Let P be a parafree group in a Magnus variety 9K and let X be a

subset of P which freely generates a free abelian W-group modulo y2P. Then X

freely generates a free W-group.
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Actually Theorem 4.1 follows almost immediately from [6]. The other theorems

in §4 are based on the embedding theorem of §3 and the connection between the

algebra A and an associated graded algebra (see §3). The most pleasing subgroup

theorem occurs in the absolute case.

Theorem 4.2. The two-generator subgroups of an absolutely parafree group are free

and so are the abelian subgroups.

It follows from Theorem 4.2 that the center of an absolutely parafree group is

either the identity subgroup or the whole group.

Similar results hold also for parafree groups in the variety of all metabelian

groups. For example we shall prove

Theorem 4.3. Let P be parafree in the variety of all metabelian groups. Then the

two-generator subgroups of P are isomorphic to two-generator subgroups of free

metabelian groups.

0.5. In §5 we turn our attention to the residual properties of parafree groups

again making use of the embedding theorems of §3. Our main results here are

Theorem 5.1. Parafree groups are residually parafree-offinite-rank.

Theorem 5.2. A noncyclic absolutely parafree group is residually parafree of

rank two.

Theorem 5.3. A noncyclic parafree group in the variety of all metabelian groups

is residually parafree of rank two.

One might suspect from these theorems that absolutely parafree groups are

residually-finitely-generated. This is not the case, however, as we shall show by an

example.

We shall need another (somewhat easier to prove) residual property of parafree

groups in connection with the study of Frattini subgroups of parafree groups

(in §7), viz. :

Theorem 5.4. Let 33 be a variety of groups and suppose that S3 is the union of its

subvarieties 33 A (A e A). Then a parafree group P in 33 is residually a parafree group

in {S3A | A g A} i.e., ifaeP(a^\) there is a A e A, a parafree group Q in S3A and a

homomorphism <f> of P onto Q such that a<j>=£\.

0.6. In §6 we discuss some miscellaneous properties of parafree groups in product

varieties of the form 2133 where 21 is the variety of all abelian groups and S3 is any

variety.

Our first aim is to obtain some information about elements of finite order in

parafree groups. To this end let F be the free group of countably infinite rank in

a variety S3. Define

V«,F = fi ynF.
n = l
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Then we define 83° to be the variety generated by FlymF. Clearly F is parafree in 58

if and only if F is parafree in 58°. Now it seems likely that if the free groups in a

variety 93, where S3 = 93°, are torsion-free then the parafree groups in S3 are torsion-

free. The varieties in which the free groups are torsion-free include the product

varieties 2111 (G. Higman [16]). We shall prove, in §6, the

Theorem 6.1. Let U be any variety of groups. Then the parafree groups in 9ÍU are

torsion-free.

For each integer « > 0 let 9tn denote the variety of all abelian groups of exponent

dividing n. Then the free groups in the product variety 9t9tn are of a particularly

simple kind. This is by no means the case for the corresponding parafree groups.

Indeed we shall prove, also in §6, the following rather surprising theorems.

Theorem 6.2. There are continuously many nonisomorphic groups in 2t9t2 of

rank two.

Theorem 6.3. There exists in 2Í2Í2 a parafree group of rank two whose cardinality

is that of the continuum.

0.7. G. Higman and B. H. Neumann proved in [18] that absolutely free groups

have trivial Frattini subgroups. More recently P. J. Cossey and A. Whittemore [13]

have proved that in a great many product varieties of the form 2193 (in particular

when 93 is a variety of locally finite ^-groups) the free groups in 9Í93 have trivial

Frattini subgroup. We shall prove in §7 the

Theorem 7.1. If S3 is any variety then the finitely generated parafree groups in

5193 have trivial Frattini subgroup.

An easy consequence of Theorem 7.1 is the

Corollary 1. Finitely generated absolutely parafree groups have trivial Frattini

subgroup.

Curiously enough the requirement in Theorem 7.1 that the parafree groups are

finitely generated is actually necessary. For we shall construct, in §7, a parafree

group in WH2 with nontrivial Frattini subgroup. However I do not know whether

the restriction to finitely generated absolutely parafree groups in Corollary 1 is

also necessary.

1. Elementary properties.

1.1. We prove first

Theorem 1.1. Let P be parafree of finite rank and suppose P/N is parafree of the

same finite rank as P. Then N=l.

Proof. Since F and P/N have the same rank,

P\yJ> S P/(ynP)N       (^ P¡Nlyn(P¡N))
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for every n. Now finitely generated nilpotent groups are hopfian. Hence N%ynP

for every n. Therefore N= 1.

Corollary 1. Parafree groups of finite rank are hopfian.

Corollary 1 is the obvious analogue (indeed generalization) of the corresponding

result for absolutely free groups. Whether every parafree group of infinite rank is,

like the corresponding free group, nonhopfian is as yet unknown.

1.2. A residually nilpotent group G with cyclic commutator factor group

G/y2G is cyclic since then y2G=y3G= ■■•. It follows from this remark and the

comments in the introduction to [3] that

Lemma 1.1. A parafree group that can be generated by two elements is free.

We use Lemma 1.1 to prove the following theorem which highlights a striking

difference between free groups and parafree groups.

Theorem 1.2. A parafree group P of rank two in a variety S3 = 33° is freely

decomposable (in the obvious varietal sense) if and only if either P is free or S3 is of

finite but not prime-power exponent.

Proof. Let A and B be nontrivial groups in S3 and suppose P is the free product

(in 33) of A and B. Then

P\y2P S A\y2A x B\y2B.

If P is either of exponent zero or of prime-power exponent then both A\y2A and

B\y2B are cyclic. But then A and B are themselves cyclic. So P is free.

If P is of finite exponent then P is a direct product of its sylow /»-subgroups and

hence the free product (in 33) of these sylow/»-subgroups (cf., e.g., [28]).

1.3. We specialize now, in this paragraph, to the variety of all groups.

Theorem 1.3. Free products and free factors of absolutely parafree groups are

parafree. Furthermore if A is absolutely parafree of rank r and B is absolutely

parafree of rank s then their free product is absolutely parafree of rank r + s.

Proof. The free product of residually torsion-free nilpotent groups is residually

(torsion-free) nilpotent [26]. So the free product of parafree groups is residually

nilpotent. But if the groups Ä and B are free nilpotent of class c then, modulo the

(c+ l)th term of its lower central series, the free product of A and B is also free

nilpotent of class c. It follows easily that the free product of parafree groups is

parafree.

Conversely suppose P is parafree and that P is the free product of A and B.

Then

P\y2P % Ajy2A x B\y2B.

So we can find subsets X of A and Y of B respectively such that Xu Y freely

generates P modulo y2P, X freely generates A modulo y2A and Y freely generates

B modulo y2B.
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Now P/ynP is a free nilpotent group freely generated by X u Y modulo ynP.

Therefore it follows from [6] that X freely generates a free nilpotent group modulo

ynP. Hence X freely generates a free nilpotent group modulo ynA. So A has the

same lower central sequence as a free group. But A is residually nilpotent since F

is. So A is parafree.

The last remark about the rank of a free product now follows immediately.

This completes the proof of Theorem 1.3.

2. Some surprising examples of parafree groups.

2.1. Our first objective in this section is to prove

Theorem 2.1. Let i and j be nonzero integers, let

H = (a, b,c;a= [c\ c][c>, b])

and let F be a free group of rank two. Then H is parafree. Moreover

(i) H (like F) is the third term of an exact sequence 1 -> N -> H -*■ Z -> 1 where

N is free and Z is infinite cyclic;

(ii) ///[//", //]SF/[F",F];

(iii) H is not free.

2.2. In order to prove Theorem 2.1 we employ the Reidemeister-Schreier

procedure for obtaining generators and defining relations for a subgroup of a

group given by generators and defining relations (see e.g., Magnus, Karrass and

Solitar [25]). Thus, denoting the normal subgroup (of a group Y) generated by a

subset X by gpy (X), we put

N = gPH (a, b).

By Reidemeister-Schreier

N = (..., a_i, a0, alt.,b-1,b0,b1,...; ...,an = a'+VrÄT+A,...)

(where the subscript n ranges over all integers). We may assume that./>0. It

follows then that A7 is a free group freely generated by the elements

• • •» a-i> a0, (¡i,..., b0, bu..., bj-!.

But obviously HjN is free cyclic. So we have established (i) of Theorem 2.1.

2.3. In order to verify (ii) we proceed as follows. First notice that

a = [cl,a][c\b] = c-ia~1cia[ci, b] = flc-,c-1c,-[c-ífl-1ci,a][c,,é].

Hence  c~saci=[c~ia~1ci,a][ci, b]. This in turn implies,  using the customary

exponential notation for conjugation, that

Now a clearly lies in //'. So [a~c\ a]c~' e H" and hence [a~c>, a]c~' is central

modulo [//", //]. Therefore, modulo [//", //], we have

a = [c\ a][c>, b] = [c\ [a-°\ a]-<V, è]c~V, b] = [c\ [c>, bY'^c', b}.
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If we put H=H¡[H, H"], ä=a[H, H"], b = b[H, H"] and c=c[H, H"], then //may

be thought of as a 1-relator group in the variety 33 of all groups whose center

contains the derived group. Now the two-generator free groups in S3 are residually

nilpotent (J. Ridley [31]). So it follows from the proof of the corresponding theorem

for absolutely free groups (see [25, Corollary 5.14.2, p. 354]), that H is free in 33

of rank two. Thus we have proved (ii).

2.4. The proof of (iii) is a straightforward application of the algorithm of J. H. C.

Whitehead [33] whereby one can effectively determine whether a group with a given

single defining relation is free.

2.5. We are left with the proof that H is parafree. Now if Fis the absolutely free

group on a, b, c, then we can think of H\ynH as the result of adding to F\ynF the

given relation

a = [c\ a][c<, b].

But F¡ynF is a free nilpotent group freely generated by aynF, bynF and cynF. It

follows that F is freely generated by

a-^aüCbl^c

modulo ynF (since the Frattini subgroup of a nilpotent group contains the derived

group). Consequently H¡ynH is certainly a free nilpotent group of rank two.

So the proof of the parafreeness of H reduces to the proof that H is residually

nilpotent.

We begin by recalling that H is a splitting extension of the free group N by the

infinite cyclic group gp (c). It follows from the defining relations of N that the

elements bn (n = 0, 1, —1,2,...) generate N modulo y2N. So they generate N

modulo ycN for every c ̂  1. In addition the bn are independent modulo y2N. So

they freely generate the free nilpotent group N modulo ycN for every c. Notice that

bn = bn+1 for every integer n. The residual nilpotence of H follows easily. For if

x e H and x $ N then as H/N is cyclic there is nothing to prove. So we may restrict

attention to those elements x e H, x+1, x e N. Since N is free x $ y¡N for some /.

Without loss of generality we may assume that

xy,N £ gp (b0y¡N,..., b2r_iyiN)

for a suitably large choice of the integer r. Now let M=gpH(c2',y¡N). Then

MN/M is a free nilpotent group freely generated by b0M,..., b2r_1M and H/MN

is generated by cMN and is of order 2r. Clearly x £ MN. But a finitely generated

torsion-free nilpotent group is residually a finite 2-group (K. W. Gruenberg [15]).

So H\M is itself residually a finite 2-group. Hence there is a normal subgroup L

of ZZ such that x $ L and H\L is nilpotent. Therefore H is residually nilpotent. This

completes the proof of Theorem 2.1.

2.6. We shall establish now conditions under which ascending unions of para-

free groups are again parafree. It is useful to define here the notion of parabasis
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for a parafree group F. Thus we term B, a subset of F, a parabasis for F if F freely

generates F modulo y2P. It follows that B freely generates F modulo ynP for n ̂  2.

We now prove

Proposition 2.1. Let 93 ¿>e a Magnus variety and let

00

A £ ^2 S • • • S A S • ■ • S ^ =   \J An
n = l

¿>e a« ascending series of parafree groups (in S3) of the same finite rank k. If'«,=

Mi+iA4i72<4i+i| <co for every i=l, 2,..., iAen

(i) j4 is residually torsion-free nilpotent;

(ii) A is residually a finite p-group if p divides ntfor only finitely many i;

(iii) A is parafree if and only ifnt = l for all but finitely many i.

Proof. Let B2 be a parabasis for A2, say B2={a,b,..., c}. Then for a suitable

choice of m > 0,

{am, bm,..., cm} £ ^!    modulo y2/l2.

So if Fi is a parabasis for Ax, Fx must be independent modulo y2A2. Therefore,

by [6], Fi freely generates modulo yxA2 a free nilpotent 93-group for every

1=2, 3,_By hopficity it follows that

A1ny1A2 = ylA1 (1 = 2, 3,...).

Similarly we find that for i¿j

AlnylAj = y,Ai (1=2,3,...).

This immediately implies that

(1) AinylA=ylAi       (1=2,3,...).

Now suppose a e A (a^l). Then ae A¡ for some i. Therefore a $ yxAx for some

/ since Ai is residually nilpotent. By virtue of (1) this implies a $ y¡A.

But by virtue of (1), A\yxA is a colimit of the torsion-free nilpotent groups

Aily¡Ai, i= 1,2,.... Therefore A\yxA is torsion-free and we have proved (i).

In order to prove (ii) suppose p is any prime which does not divide w¡ for

i= 1, 2,_Define, for any group G,

G(i,j) = gp(x»,\xeG)yjG.

Then for each integer r g s and all i, j

ArAs(i,j) = A,.

Moreover it follows in much the same way as in the proof of (1) that

As(i,j)nAr = Ar(i,j),

and hence that

(2) A(i,j) nAr = Ar(i,j).
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It follows immediately from (2) and the fact that Ar is residually a finite /»-group

that A too is residually a finite /»-group.

Finally we prove (iii). Suppose first that n¡ > 1 for infinitely many i. Then by

(1) A\y2A is a colimit of the groups Aily2Ai (i'= 1, 2,...). Each ^MMt is a free

abelian group of rank k. So A\y2A is an ascending union of ^-generator groups.

Since this union is properly ascending A\y2A is certainly not free abelian (since

a free abelian group always has a maximal ^-generator subgroup). So A is not

parafree. Conversely if w, = 1 for all but finitely many i, Ar generates A modulo

y2A for some r. Therefore, invoking (1), we have

ÀlynA = ArynA¡ynA ~ Ar¡ynA O Ar = Ar¡ynAr

for every n. So by (i), A is parafree. This completes the proof of Proposition 2.1.

It seems worthwhile to formulate one part of this proposition as

Theorem 2.2. Let A be the union of an ascending series A^A2^. ■ ■ ■ of parafree

groups in a Magnus variety. If the A¡ are all of the same finite rank k and the quotient

groups Al+1IAty2Ai+1 are finite for every i=\, 2,..., then A is parafree if and only

ifAl+1—Aiy2Ai+1for all but finitely many i. Moreover in the event that A be parafree

its rank is k.

2.7. We shall now employ Theorem 2.2 to construct some really extraordinary

parafree groups. We concentrate first on absolutely parafree groups.

Theorem 2.3. Let S3!, S32,... be any countable family of varieties of groups

which does not include the variety of all groups. Then there exists an absolutely

parafree group P of rank two with the following properties:

(i) PIVl(P)^F/Vt(F) for 1=1,2,..., where F is an absolutely free group of

rank two;

(ii) P is locally free;

(iii) P is not free.

Proof. Let <St be the variety of all soluble groups of derived length at most i

and let

358, = S3iU S32U-U aStU©1+1

for i=l,2,-Furthermore let Zri = gp (a¡, ¿»,) be the free group on a¡ and ¿»¡.

Choose «( e rVi(Fi+1) so that

Hi = gç(ai+1ui,bi+1)

is a proper subgroup of Fl+1 for i'=l, 2, — Note that if Fis a free group of rank

two on a and b and if u e y2F, then au and b generate F if and only if u = [a, V]

for some i (this follows immediately from a theorem of J. Nielsen [30]). This makes

the choice of ut particularly easy. Note also that since u¡ e y2Fi+ u H¡ is automatic-

ally a free subgroup of rank two.
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Let <pi be the monomorphism from F¡ into Fi+1 defined by

<pt: Oi}-¡* ai+1Ui, bih-> bi+1.

Then Fi<f>i = Hi is a proper subgroup of Fi+1. Moreover the system of groups F¡

and homomorphisms <pt provide us with a direct system (see e.g., Eilenberg and

Steenrod [14]). Let F be the colimit (direct limit) of this system:

F = colt Fn.

F may be viewed as the properly ascending union of its free subgroups Fn :

00

F =  U Fn.
n = l

So F is not finitely generated. Of course we may also write

00

F=  U Fn
n = l

for every i_l.

We now compute V¡(P) for i_ 1, 2.Clearly

K,(P) =  U ^i(F„).
n = i

We shall prove that K¡(F) nf„= F¡(Fn) for w 3ï r. To do so let F be the free group

on a and Z> and consider the homomorphism 0¡ from F¡ onto F¡Vi(F) defined by

dr. a¡^ aVi(F), bt^ bVi(F).

Clearly the kernel of 0, is ^(F,). Now define 01+1: Fj+1 -> F/K,(F) by

0i+i: ai+i >-> ̂ (F), bi+1 h» ¿>Ff(F).

Again the kernel of 0i+1 is F((Fi+1). Notice that as ui+1 e ^t+1(Ft+i)= Fi(Fi+1),

(ai+1ui+1)0i+1 = aVt(F) = a,0,

and also that

bi+A+i = bVi(F) = bA.

So 0i+1 agrees with 0¡ on F¡. In this way we obtain a sequence of homomorphisms

0j, 0i+1,... each agreeing with its predecessor on the appropriate Fy. So the homo-

morphisms 8¡ define in the obvious way a homomorphism 0 of F onto F/ Ft(F).

Clearly the kernel of 0 is the union of the kernels of the 8t (j=i, i+l,...). So

F = Ü Kt(F„) =  Ü ^i(Fn) = r,(P).
n~i n = 1

This gives us therefore the desired isomorphism P¡Ví(P)^F¡Ví(F).

Finally we observe that F is parafree of rank two by Theorem 2.2. Hence F is

not free since it is not finitely generated but P\y2P is.
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At the present time only a countable infinity of distinct varieties are known to

exist. Let S3i, S32,... be the family of all known varieties excluding the variety of

all groups. Then the 33¡ include (among others) the varieties generated by every

finite group. So the following corollary is an immediate consequence of Theorem

2.3.

Corollary 1. There exists an absolutely parafree group P of rank two with the

following properties:

(i) P is the union of free groups of rank two (and hence is locally free);

(ii) P has precisely the same finite quotient groups as an absolutely free group F

of rank two;

(iii) PI V(P)^ Fj V(F) for every polynilpotent variety S3 (see K. W. Gruenberg [15]

for the relevant definition);

(iv) P is not free;

(v) every finitely generated quotient group ofP can be generated by two elements.

Only (v) needs to be verified. Thus we note that

CO

P = U F{.
¡ = i

If N is any normal subgroup of P,

p¡N = Q FiNIN.
¡ = i

Since PjN is finitely generated P¡N=F{NIN for some i. Therefore P/N is a two-

generator group.

It is perhaps worthwhile emphasizing that we have constructed absolutely

parafree groups of finite rank and infinite deviation. This answers a question raised

in [3].

2.8. Of course there is an analogue of Theorem 2.3 for parafree groups in certain

varieties, indeed in any Magnus variety containing ©2, the variety of all meta-

belian groups. In order to be able to carry over Theorem 2.3 to such varieties we

need

Lemma 2.1. Let F be the free metabelian group freely generated by a and b. If

u e y2F then F=gp (au, b) if and only ifu—[a, b^for some i.

Proof. Suppose au and b generate F. Then, by hopficity, au and b freely generate

F. Let 6 be the automorphism of F defined by

0: a\-^-au,b\-^b.

Then 6 is the identity modulo y2F. So by a theorem of Seymour Bachmuth [2]

6 is inner. But the only elements of F which centralize b are the powers bl of b

(see e.g., [7]). Thus the lemma follows.
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We observe now that in a Magnus variety 33 any set of elements which are

independent modulo the derived group of a free group in S3 freely generate a free

33-group [6]. This remark, together with Lemma 2.1 allows us to carry Theorem

2.3 over, without any further comment, to

Theorem 2.4. Let 33 be any Magnus variety which contains the variety of all

metabelian groups and let S31; S32,... be any countable family of proper subvarieties

o/33. Then there exists a parafree group P of rank two in S3 such that

(i) PIVi(P) = FIVi(F)for i=l,2,..., where F is a free %S-group of rank two;

(ii) P is an ascending union of free "¡è-groups of rank two;

(iii) P is not a free $$-group.

Notice that if ©2 is the variety of all metabelian groups then, by a theorem of

D. E. Cohen [11] there are only a countably infinite number of subvarieties of <S2.

So Theorem 2.4 provides us with a nonfree parafree group P in the variety <S2

such that P¡U(P)^F¡U(F) for every proper subvariety 11 of @2, where Fis a free

©2-group of rank two.

3. Embedding theorems.

3.1. Let R be the free associative ring with unit element on X. Then R may be

viewed as a valuated ring (see P. M. Cohn [12]). Consequently R carries with it a

natural topology which makes R into a topological ring. As such R has a completion

È. (see again P. M. Cohn [12, pp. 453, 454]) which we denote by (A = ) Z[[X]] (here

Z stands for the ring of integers). R is termed the power series ring on X. The

elements r in R may be thought of as formally infinite sums r = 2¡" o f\ where r(,

the homogeneous component of r of degree i, is a finite sum of integer multiples of

the monomials xmixm2 • ■ ■ xm¡ with xm¡ e X (and r0 e Z). Put

Ri = {reA\r0=---=ri-1 = 0}

for i'= 1,_Then R0 = A. Of course R¡ is an ideal of R and the quotient rings

kjRi together with the natural homomorphisms from RjRi to R/Rj (i^j) con-

stitute an inverse system of rings. The corresponding inverse limit (see e.g., Eilen-

berg and Steenrod [14])

R = inlt R/Rn

is isomorphic to R, essentially by definition.

Now let F be the absolutely free group on a set {ax\ xe X} of generators indexed

by X. Then again the system of groups F¡ynF together with the obvious homo-

morphisms constitute an inverse system. Let F be the inverse limit of this inverse

system. Clearly every parafree group of rank \X\ can be embedded in F. More-

over the mapping

axynF^l+x + Rn

defines a monomorphism <f>n of FjynF into RjRn for every n= 1, 2,... (W. Magnus
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[23]). The functor inlt is left exact (see e.g., [14]). Therefore the monomorphisms

<f>n define a monomorphism

inlt <pn : inlt F¡ynF -> inlt AjRn.

So in particular every parafree group of rank \X\ can be embedded in Z[[Z]].

Thus we have proved the

Theorem 3.1. Every absolutely parafree group P of rank n can be embedded in a

power series ring on a set Xofn generators. Moreover if B is a parabasis for P this

embedding can be chosen so that B maps onto 1 + X={1 +x | x e X}.

3.2. We turn our attention now to the variety ©2 of all metabelian groups. Let

A be a well-ordered index set and let F* be the power-series ring in the generators

xu (i= 1, 2, A e A) subject to the defining relations

(1) x2AXxu = Xi^xlw = x2Ax2/J — x2wx2A = 0       (A, p., v e A).

It is easy to see that F* is a graded ring (the relations (1) u&,. .omogeneous). More-

over every monomial a (^0) in the semigroup generated by the xiA can be written

uniquely in the form

(2) a = xil>Alxl2,A2 ■ • • xiniAn       (1 ^ i, ú2,X,e A)

where

(i) if ix = \ and i2 = 2, then i¡=2 fory'^2 and A2^ • • • gAn;

(ii) if h = 2 then i}=2 foryä 1 and Aj ̂  A2 ̂ • • • ̂  An.

It follows that every element r of F* can be written uniquely in the form r=2t" o fi

where r„ is a finite sum of integer multiples of monomials of degree n. Now if we

put

Rn = {reR*\r0 = r, = • • • = /•„_! = 0},

then Rn is an ideal of F* and P|n°°=i F„ = 0. It follows, as in 3.1, that F = inlt R*¡Rn

may be identified with F*. Moreover if F is the free metabelian group (i.e., the

free group in <©2) freely generated by {aA | A e A}, then for each n the mapping

<t>n- aK + ynF\-+ 1 +xliA + x2,A-|-Fn

defines a monomorphism of F¡ynF into R*/Rn (this follows immediately by observ-

ing that the proofs of Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 in [8] are valid if the extra re-

lations x1Ax1/1=0 are added to the relations of the ring F in [8]; indeed this is the

content of an unpublished theorem of W. Magnus). So as before we have a

monomorphism

inlt <pn: inlt F/ynF-^ inlt R*/Rn.

Since every parafree group in <B2 of rank | X\ is a subgroup of inlt F¡ynF we have

proved the
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Theorem 3.2. Every parafree group of rank n in the variety of all metabelian groups

can be embedded in a power series ring of the type defined by the relations (1) on n

generators.

Theorem 3.2 yields the

Corollary. Every parafree group in the variety of all metabelian groups can be

embedded in a matrix group over afield.

In order to prove this corollary observe that it is enough to prove that every ring

F* of the type described above can be embedded in a matrix ring over a field. In

order to do so let S be the quotient field of the ring of power-series in the commuting

variables aiX (i= 1, 2, A e A, a well-ordered index set) over the field of rationals.

Let M2(S) be the ring of 2 x 2 matrices over S. Put

**-(*   ¡I),       «u-^   °)       (AeA).

Then

ä2J,älu = äußi,, = ä2*ä2ll-ä2uä2X = 0       (X,p.e A).

It follows easily from this observation that the mapping

Xix m* äa

defines a monomorphism of the ring F* described above into M2(S) (cf. W. Magnus

[24]). This completes the proof of the corollary.

3.3. We prove next

Theorem 3.3. Every absolutely parafree group of countable rank can be embedded

in an absolutely parafree group of rank two.

Theorem 3.3 may be viewed either as an analogue of a theorem of G. Higman,

B. H. Neumann and Hanna Neumann [17] viz., every countable group can be

embedded in a two-generator group or as a generalization of the corresponding

statement for absolutely free groups.

We proceed now to the proof of Theorem 3.3. Thus let F be the absolutely free

group on a and b and let F be a parafree group of countable rank. Since the free

product of parafree groups is parafree (Theorem 1.3) we may assume that F has

a countably infinite parabasis

X = {. . ., X_1; Xq, Xi, . . .}.

Put

i, = fl-'éa'       (i = 0, ±1,...).

Then the b¡'s freely generate a free subgroup F of F. Since X freely generates a free
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subgroup B of P (Theorem 4.1 in §4) we may form the generalized free product

G = {F*P;E L B}

amalgamating E with B according to the isomorphism

<t>: èjt-^Xi       (i = 0, + 1,...).

We claim that G has the same lower central sequence as a free group of rank

two. To see this observe first that modulo y2F we have

¿>i = ¿)0   for all i = 0, +1,_

Hence modulo y2G it follows that

Xj = bj = b0   for ally = 0, ±1,....

But, modulo y2P, X generates P. So, modulo y2G, a and b alone generate G. This

means G\ynG can be generated by two elements for every n.

Next we observe that F\ynF is a quotient of G for every n ¡£ 2. To do so let us

denote the natural homomorphism of F onto F\ynF by 6n. Now P\ynP is a free

nilpotent group of class n - 1 freely generated by the images of the elements of X.

Therefore the mapping

<pn: xiYnP^ btynF

can be continued to a homomorphism, again denoted </jn, of P/ynP into FjynF.

Let £n be the product of the natural homomorphism of P onto P\ynP and <pn.

Then 6n and £n agree on the amalgamated subgroup E ( = B). So they can simul-

taneously be extended to a homomorphism of G onto F\ynF. But G\ynG can be

generated by two elements. So, by hopficity

(1) G\ynG S F\ynF.

Let us now put
00

ya>G = n ynG.
n = l

Then it follows from (1) that GjyaG is parafree of rank two.

We complete the proof of Theorem 3.3 by proving that P is naturally embedded

in GjyaG i.e.,

(2) PCSYaG=\.

To this end let a e P (a+1). Put

Pife, I) = ykPP2'

where Pr is the subgroup generated by the rth powers of the elements of P. Now

for a suitable choice of k and /, a $ P(k, I).
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PjP(k, I) is a free group in an appropriate variety, say S3, freely generated by the

elements xtP(k, I). So for a suitable choice of the word w we may write

aP(k, I) = w(x0,. ..,xp-{)P(k, I)

(after rearranging our indexing if necessary).

E(k, I) is, of course, a normal subgroup of the subgroup F of G. We consider

FjE(k, I). Let N¡E(k, 1) be the normal closure in F¡E(k, I) of a2mE(k, I). Then

b0N,..., b2m _ ! A" freely generate a free 33-group O/N and

\FIN¡0¡N\ = 2m.

So F/N is a finite 2-group. Of course it fob ^ws from our choice of N that

w(b0, ...,b2m_1)^N.

Now let a be the natural homomorphism of F nto F/N and ß the natural

homomorphism of F onto O/N defined by

ß-.Xi^bi.N      (i = 0, ±1,...),

where i" is the residue of /' modulo 2m lying in the set {0, 1,. ., 2m— 1}. Then a

and ß agree whenever they both are defined. So they can simuivaneously be ex-

tended to a homomorphism y of G onto F/N. We have arranged matters so that

ay = w(b0,.. ^bz-.^N ^ 1.

If c is the class of F/N this implies that a <£ yc+ XG. It follows immediately therefore

that (2) holds. This completes the proof of Theorem 3.3.

Whether G itself (above) is parafree is unclear, but it seems likely.

3.4. There is no analogue for Theorem 3.3 for soluble varieties. Thus for

example a parafree subgroup of a parafree group of rank n in the variety of all

metabelian groups is of rank at most n. This follows without much difficulty from

the results of §4 and Theorem 42.55 in [29].

4. Subgroup theorems.

4.1. We begin our subgroup theorems with

Theorem 4.1. Let P be a parafree group in a Magnus variety 5DÎ and let X be a

subset of P which freely generates modulo y2P a free abelian group. Then X freely

generates a free W-group.

Proof. Put //=gp (X). Now P\ycP is a free group in an appropriate variety 93c.

Since P\ycP is a torsion-free nilpotent group it follows that it is residually a finite

/»-group for every prime p (see [15]). So by [6, Theorem 1], X freely generates,

modulo ycP, a free group in 93c. Therefore X freely generates a free SOT-group

(see the introductory remarks in [3]).

One might conjecture that in any absolutely parafree group F if F/=gp (X) is

a subgroup of F such that X freely generates H modulo y2H, then H is freely
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generated by X. This is false, however. To see this let

P = (a,b,c;a2b2c~3).

Then P is parafree. For by [9] P is residually nilpotent. Moreover it follows from

the arguments in [3] that P has the same lower central sequence as an absolutely

free group. Let

Q = gp (a, b, c~1ac, c'^c).

Then Q is defined by the single relation

a2b2 = (c^acf^-^cf.

So Q contains as a subgroup of index 2 the group (see [32])

R = (Xu }>l Xa, y2, x3, y3; xî1yï1xiy1x21y21x2y2x3-1y31x3y3).

But now xx, x2, x3, yu y2, y3 freely generate a free abelian group modulo y2R.

However R is not free (nor parafree).

4.2. We prove next

Theorem 4.2. 77ie abelian subgroups of an absolutely parafree group are free

cyclic whereas the nonabelian two-generator subgroups are absolutely free of rank two.

We begin the proof of Theorem 4.2 by proving the latter statement first. Thus

let P be parafree and suppose ß=SP(M> ") is a two-generator subgroup of P.

Assume Q is nonabelian. Then by Theorem 3.1 we may assume u and v are non-

commuting elements of Â=Z [[X]] of the form

CO 00

u = 2 «i.   » = 2 vi'
i=0 i=0

where u0 = 1 = v0. Let R be the closed subring generated by « and v in R. If R is

actually the power-series ring on a-1 and v— 1 then it follows from Magnus'

theorem [23] that u and v freely generate an absolutely free group. So it is enough

to prove the

Proposition 4.1. Let a and b be noncommuting elements of R=Z[[X]] both of

whose constant terms are zero. Then the closed subring generated by a and b is the

power-series on a and b over Z.

Proposition 4.1 is due to P. M. Cohn. It supersedes my original result which

is at the same time both weaker and stronger than Proposition 4.1.

Proof of Proposition 4.1. The proof is by induction on the order v(ab — ba) of

ab — ba where v(x) = n if x e Rn and x $ Z?n+1 with v(0) = oo. If the closed subring

generated by a and b is not the power-series ring on a and b over Z, they satisfy a

relation of the form

(1) n + af+bg = 0
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where/and g are power-series in a and b and n is an integer. Since both a and b

have constant term 0, «=0. So (1) takes on the form af+bg=0. So, assuming

that v(a)^v(b) there exists, by Theorem 4.1 of [12], ce R such that

a = be       (v(c) < v(a)).

Since ab — ba^0, cb — bc^0. Moreover

v(cb — bc) < v(ab — ba).

So inductively the closed subring generated by c and b is the power-series ring over

Z on c and b. But then a straightforward argument shows that the closed subring

generated by (a = ) be and b is likewise the power-series ring over Z on a and b.

This proves the proposition and with it one part of Theorem 4.2.

To prove the first part of Theorem 4.2 one proceeds as follows. Let F be an

unrestricted free lie algebra over the rationals (see e.g., [25, p. 302]). Then F can

be turned into a group Fx by introducing a binary operation x into F by means

of the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff formula (see e.g., [19, p. 174]). Now it follows

from results of Lazard (see the remarks after Theorem 1.9, p. 151 in [22]) that an

absolutely parafree group can always be embedded in such a group L". But as

W. Magnus has shown (see [25]) the two-generator abelian subgroup of Fx are

free cyclic (the proof in [25] that the two-generator subgroups of Fx are free seems

incomplete; the abelian version however is certainly complete). Hence the abelian

subgroups of an absolutely parafree group are locally cyclic. But the abelian sub-

groups of free nilpotent groups are free abelian (E. Witt [34]). Hence it follows

that the abelian subgroups of an absolutely parafree group are residually-infinite-

cyclic. Now a locally cyclic residually infinite-cyclic group is clearly free cyclic.

So it follows that the abelian subgroups of a parafree group are free cyclic. This

completes the proof of Theorem 4.2.

4.3. We turn our attention now to the variety of all metabelian groups. Our aim

is to prove

Theorem 4.3. Let P be parafree in the variety of all metabelian groups. Then the

two-generator subgroups of P are isomorphic to two-generator subgroups of free

metabelian groups.

We observe that F may be viewed as a subgroup of the ring F* described in

3.2. R* is a graded ring and F clearly maps onto a torsion-free subgroup of F*.

So every finitely generated abelian subgroup of F is free abelian.

Consequently the proof of Theorem 4.3 reduces to a consideration of the two-

generator nonabelian subgroups of F. Thus let T=gp(t,u) be a nonabelian

subgroup of F. If t and u are independent modulo y2P then, by Theorem 4.1, F

is a free metabelian group freely generated by t and u.

We are left therefore with the case where F is infinite cyclic modulo y2P. First

however we would like to point out that the nonabelian two-generator subgroups
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of a free metabelian group (indeed of a free soluble group) are well known.

(Curiously enough very little is known about the three-generator subgroups.) In

fact it follows easily on putting e.g., Theorem 2 of [6] and Corollary 3 of [7]

together that a nonabelian two-generator subgroup of a free metabelian group is

either

(a) free metabelian of rank two, or

(b) the (standard) wreath product of one infinite cyclic group by another.

Our objective now is to show that if T=gp (t, u) is a nonabelian subgroup of

P such that ris infinite cyclic modulo y2P then Tis given by (b). Indeed by Euclid's

algorithm we may assume u e y2P. So we have only to prove that the conjugates

.. .,tut~x,u, l_1wi,... of w by the powers of t freely generate a free abelian group.

We repeat that we may think of P as a subgroup of the graded ring R* given in

3.2. Moreover we may assume that the elements

l+xA(= l+xlh+x2J       (Ae A)

constitute a parabasis for P and also that Ais finite (see the proof of Theorem 5.1).

Notice that every element u in P may be expressed in the form

(1) u = 1 +/+*i,x1/i+ ■ • • +*i,A„/n       (Aj < A2 < • • • < An)

where/,/i,.. .,/„ are power series in the ("commuting variables") x2X with

integral coefficients. If u e y2 P then/=0; for otherwise on adding the relations

*i,a = 0 (A e A) to R* the image of P in the resultant quotient ring is abelian

and the image of u^= 1. So if « £ y2P the expression (1) becomes

(2) u = 1 +x1Mfi+- ■ ■ +xliA„/n       (X1 < A2 < • ■ ■ < An).

It follows either from the defining relations of R* or (perhaps more easily) from

the faithful representation of R* in the matrix ring M2(S) described towards the

end of §3.2, that the expression (2) is unique in the sense that u= 1 if and only if

/i=/2=---=/n=0.

Our objective is to prove that if w^ 1 then the conjugates of u by the powers of

t freely generate a free abelian group. Since t $ y2P we may express t in the form

t = (1 +x,1)ti • • • (1 +x^M'       (f e y2P, Tlr2 ■ ■ ■ rk # 0).

Now y2P is abelian. So conjugation of u by t is equivalent to conjugation by tt'~x.

Moreover, since u commutes with every xliA and 1 +xu = (l +x2:l¡)(l +x1>(i),

conjugation of u by t is equivalent to conjugation by

I* = (l+x2,Ul)'i---(l+x2,Hfc)Y

Thus if u is given by (1) it follows that for every pair of integers e and m

(uT - «T = 1 +x1Mfie((\ +x2,ßiyi • • • (1 +x2¡ j**r + ■ ■ ■

+*i.abM(1 + W1 • • • (i+^.„»m-
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Now suppose that u^\, that mu ..., mx are distinct integers, that eu ..., ex are

nonzero integers and that

p = (u°iymi ■ ■ ■ («•.)'""•

Then

p = 1 +x1,Al/1{e1((l +X2.J1! • •■ (1 + *a. J^fi +■■■ +e,((l +x2,Bl)'i • • • (1 +x2>/1JV)mi}

+ ■■■ +x1.Knfn{e1((l+x2,Uiyr • • ■ (1 +x2,JV)mi+ • ■ •

+ e1((l+X2,Ul)Ix--.(l+X2,JIk)m«}.

So by the uniqueness of the expression (2) p = 1 if and only if

/i|2iejtl+xa,^ ■ ■ ■ (1 +xa,,ky*r>} = 0

for /= 1,..., n. Since u^l, /^O for some f. Now the ring of power series in the

x2A over the integers has no zero-divisors. Therefore if

(3) 2 el(\ + x2,,yi •••(!+ x2,„y«Y< ¥> 0,
i=i

/?# 1. On post-multiplying by suitable powers of the 1 +x2>Wl we may assume that

the exponents t¡ in (3) are all positive. But then, remembering that eu ..., et are

all nonzero and that the integers mu ..., mx are distinct, the result follows readily

on comparing monomials of the highest degree occurring in (3). This completes

the proof of Theorem 4.3.

5. Residual properties.

5.1. We start out with the proof of

Theorem 5.1. A parafree group is residually parafree-of-finite-rank.

Proof. Let F be a parafree group in a variety 93 = 93° with parabasis X (for the

definition of 93° see §0.6). Now suppose aeP (a/1). Then a$ynP for some n.

Thus we can find xu ..., xke X such that

aynP = w(xu ..., xk)ynP.

We now add to the relations of F the relations

x = 1    if x e X, x $ {x1;..., xk}

together with the minimal number of relations which will ensure residual nil-

potence of the appropriate factor group of F. More precisely let

K = gpP (x | x e X\{xx,..., xk})

and define J by

JIK = ya(PIK).

Then P/J is the required parafree image of F of finite rank in which a does not have
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a trivial image. To see this notice that P¡K¡yn(P¡K) is the free nilpotent group in

93 of class n— 1 freely generated by the images of xxK,..., xkK modulo yn(P¡K).

So w(xxK,..., xkK) is not the identity modulo yn(P¡K) i.e., a has a nontrivial

image in P¡K\yn(P¡K). Clearly J^(ynP)K. So a$J.

It remains to prove only that P\J is parafree in 93 of finite rank. To see this

observe that we have already shown that P\J\yn(P\J) is a free nilpotent group in

93 of class n — 1 and rank k. Since P\J is clearly residually nilpotent we have proved

that PjJ is parafree in 93 of finite rank.

There remains the possibility that parafree groups are residually-finitely-

generated-parafree. This is not the case however. For example if we consider

absolutely parafree groups let us take F to be a parafree group obtained as a

properly ascending union of free groups F, of rank two (cf. §3) :

F=  Ü F       (F.^F^^F^F^).
t = i

Suppose, if possible, that F/A is a finitely generated nonabelian parafree quotient

of F. Then

Since F/A is finitely generated, ultimately FtN/N coincides with all the FjN¡N for

/¿ i if / is chosen large enough. So FXN¡N is a nonabelian absolutely parafree group

on two generators. Hence (for example by Theorem 4.2) FXNIN is free of rank two.

By hopficity this implies F¡ n N= 1 since FtNIN^ FJFi n N. Similarly

FjnN = 1    for all; ^ /.

But A£(J/L¡ Fj. So A=l. This contradicts the choice of N. Hence F has no

finitely generated nonabelian parafree images. So F is certainly not residually

finitely-geñerated-parafree.

5.2. For absolutely parafree groups Theorem 5.1 can be improved somewhat.

Indeed we shall prove

Theorem 5.2. A noncyclic absolutely parafree group is residually a parafree

group of rank two.

Let the nonabelian group F be absolutely parafree. We have to prove that F is

residually parafree of rank two. Since F is, by Theorem 5.1, residually parafree of

finite rank we may assume F is of finite rank n +1. We shall prove that if « ̂  2

then F is residually parafree of rank n, thereby proving Theorem 5.2.

Let X={xu ..., xn+1} be a parabasis for F and let È be the power series ring

over Zin ¿t,..., fB+ lt Then, by Theorem 3.1, we may assume that F is a subgroup

of F. with

Xi-6+1       (i = 1.n + 1).
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Now let a e P (a^ï). Then
co

a = 2 ai       (flo = 1).
i = 0

Now each ax / 0 can be expressed uniquely as a finite sum of integer multiples of

monomials of degree i :

ai = 2 ch.i2.I&&2-- ■ it,       (ch.,teZ\0).

We shall produce an endomorphism <j> of R with the following properties

(i) a<f> ^ 1 and

(ii) 1^ = 1, i1<P = i1,..., Çn<P = L, fn+i^=«-l where u £gp (1 + &,..., l + £n).

It is convenient to divide the proof of the existence of such an endomorphism <f>

into two cases.

Case 1. There exists a component a^O of a (i^l) in which some monomial

does not contain fB+1.

Let ar^0 be the first component of a (rS: 1) with a monomial which does not

contain ¿;n+1. Let a1; a2,.. .,ak be all the monomials in ar which do not contain

fn+l-

Consider the (r + l)-fold commutator

[1 + &, l + fa,...,l + |a] = 1 + f   (say),

and define an endomorphism ^ of Zi by

<£: £iH>&,..., ínH>í„, f„+lH>f, 1h> 1.

Observe now that the first nonzero homogeneous component of positive degree of

a<f> is m1a1 + • ■ • +mkak where mt is the coefficient of a¡ in ar. So a<j>^\. This

establishes the existence of <j> in this case.

Case 2. For every i ä 1 for which ai ± 0, every monomial occurring in a¡ contains

Let ar/0 be the first component of a (rg 1) which contains a monomial a in

which fn+1 occurs no more often than in any other monomial occurring in the

components of a of positive degree. We construct first a homomorphism 6 of R

into A which enables us to assume that ar is actually the first nonzero component

of a (r^ 1). Let us therefore compute the (/+ l)-fold commutator

(1) [l + íi.l + f.+ i,...,l + f.+ i]-l + í1ft+1+---        (=l + v).

If we order monomials in fls..., fn+1 first by length and then lexicographically,

the dots in (1) signify later monomials than fi^+i-

Now let 6 be the endomorphism of R defined by

Of course 6 depends on /. Let a = aua2,..., ak be the monomials in ar which
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contain fn+1 with the same multiplicity m as a. Now if a¡^0 (1 ^i<r) then $n+1

occurs in every monomial in a¡ with a multiplicity greater than m. So by choosing

/ sufficiently large we can ensure that the order of the image of each monomial

in every a{/0 (i¥=U H^r) under 0 is greater than the order of a¡0 (lúiúk). It

follows from this remark that ad=l+m1a18+■■■+mkak8+terms of higher

degree than the order of ax8,..., ak8, where mx is the coefficient of a¡ occurring

in ar. Notice that ax8, a28,..., ak0 are all of the same order. We may suppose that

ax is earliest in the lexicographic ordering among au a2,..., ak. It follows from

(1) that the earliest monomial, say p., occurring in ax8, a28,..., ak8 arises from ax

on substituting fi£n+i in place of £n+1. Moreover this is the only time p. arises. So

a8= 1 +p,+ ■ ■ ■ where again the dots signify the possible presence of later mono-

mials. So a0/1.

We have shown that we may assume ar is the first nonzero component of a

(rä 1). Notice that every monomial (^1) in the components (^0) of a involve

¿n+i and that there are monomials in the first nonzero homogeneous component

ar (/•;> 1) in which fn+1 occurs with minimal multiplicity m. Indeed let au a2,...,

ak be the monomials of ar in which £n+1 occurs with multiplicity m. Again we

suppose that the a¡ are ordered lexicographically and that ax is first in the ordering.

Now observe that

(2) [l + íi,l + fJ-l + íif.+ "--l+«.

We define an endomorphism <f> of F as follows :

Then the first monomial in ax(j> is earlier than any other monomial (^ 1) that arises

in computing a<f>. Actually we have only to check that if we substitute ^x^n for

£n+1 in au a2,..., ak then of the resultant monomials the one arising from ax is

earliest in the ordering. This completes the proof of the existence of <f>.

To see how the existence of the endomorphism cj> is relevant to parafreeness

consider P<j>. Notice that modulo y2P, P is generated by l + iu..., l + in+i-

So P<j> is generated modulo y2(P<f>) by 1 + (lt..., 1 + £„. Hence P<plyt(P<f>) is an

«-generator group for every 12:2.

But observe that F maps onto ¡§=Z[[Çi,..., £„]]. Now if St is the ideal of §

consisting of elements of order at least t then l + (u..., 1 + |„ freely generate

modulo St a free nilpotent group of class t—l. So P<plyt+i(P<l>) is a free nilpotent

group of rank n and class t for every t ä 2. Since P<f> is obviously residually nil-

potent Pcf> is parafree. This completes the proof of Theorem 5.2.

In much the same way, keeping in mind that a free Lie ring can always be em-

bedded in a free associative ring (see e.g., [19]), one can prove

A noncyclic free Lie ring is residually a free Lie ring of rank two.
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Similarly one has (see Clifford and Preston [10] for a discussion of semigroups)

Noncyclic free semigroups are residually free of rank two.

5.3. We prove finally the analogue of Theorem 5.2 for parafree groups in the

variety of all metabelian groups.

Theorem 5.3. A noncyclic parafree group P in the variety of all metabelian groups

is residually a parafree group of rank two.

We may assume, by Theorem 5.1, that P is of finite rank n (n^2).

Now suppose a e P (a^ 1). Then a $ ycP for some c^2. P\ycP is of course free

in the obvious variety, 33 say. By a theorem of Hanna Neumann [29] there is a

normal subgroup K of P containing ycP such that a$K and

P\ycP\K\ycP is free of rank 2 in S3.

Since free groups in S3 are projective (see [29]) K\ycP is complemented in P\ycP

by L¡ycP (say):

P\ycP = (K¡ycP) ■ (L¡ycP),       L\ycP CMC¡ycP = 1.

So computing the factor derived group of P\ycP we find

P\y2P ~ (K\y2K[K,L]y0P)xL\y2L-ycP.

The extreme right-hand side is free abelian of rank two, the left-hand side is free

abelian of rank n. Hence K\(y2K)[K, L](ycP) is free abelian of rank n-2. Choose

now elements

a1,...,an^2eK,       an-uaneL

so that alt a2,...,an_2 freely generate K modulo (y2K)[K, L](ycP) and an-u an

freely generate L modulo (y2L)(ycP). By hopficity it follows that au a2,...,an

freely generate P modulo y2P. Moreover again by hopficity we find that

K= gpP(au ...,an.2)(ycP).

We are now in position to complete the proof of Theorem 5.3. Thus we define

I = gpP(alt ...,an_2)

and / by

J\I = ya(P¡I).

Then we claim P\J is parafree of rank two in the variety of all metabelian groups

and that a i J. It is of course clear that a $ J since a £ K.

To see that PjJ is parafree we observe first that, by its very definition P\J is

residually nilpotent. Moreover ax, a2,..., an freely generate P modulo ycP for

every c 2:1. Hence P¡I(ycP) is free, in the appropriate variety, of rank two. But J

is the least normal subgroup of P containing I such that P\J is residually nilpotent.
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Hence J^I(ycP). Therefore P¡J¡yc(P¡J) has a free nilpotent group P¡I(ycP) of rank

two as factor group. But P¡J(ycP) is itself a two-generator group since aua2,...,an

generate F modulo ycP. This completes the proof of Theorem 5.3.

Finally we have

Theorem 5.4. Let 93 be a variety of groups and suppose 93 is the union of its

subvarieties 93A (A g A). Then a parafree group P in 93 is residually parafree in

{«a | A g A}.

Proof. Let a g F (a/1). Then a $ ynP for some n. Since 93 is the union of the

subvarieties 93A there exists A g A such that

aynP £ V,(PlynP).

Hence if we define V°K(P) by

Vl(P)IVA(P) = ya(PIVh(P)),

then a £ Vl(P). We claim that F/ KA(F) is parafree in 93A. This is clearly the case

since P¡Vl(P) is residually nilpotent by definition and

PIK(.P)lYn(PIK(P)) = P¡ynPlVl(P¡ynP).

This completes the proof.

6. Parafree groups in product varieties.

6.1. We begin by proving

Theorem 6.1. Let S3 be any variety of groups. Then the parafree groups in 2193 are

torsion-free.

The first step in the proof of Theorem 6.1 is the following

Lemma 1. Let G be a group with an abelian normal subgroup H such that G\H is

a p-group. Then for n ä 2

ynGlyn+1G is a p-group.

Proof. We prove first that y2G/y3G is a /»-group. Thus let x, y e G. Then we have

to show that, modulo y3G, [x, y] is of order a power of p. But xpT e H and y"r e H

for some choice of r ^ 1. So

1 = [x"r, y"r] = [x, y]p2r   modulo y3G.

The rest of the lemma follows easily by induction.

The most important step in the proof of Theorem 6.1 is

Lemma 2. A parafree group P in 2193, where 93 is a variety oflocally finite p-groups,

is torsion-free.
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Proof. By Theorem 5.1 we may assume P is of finite rank n. By Lemma 1, P

is residually a finite /»-group. So V(P) is an abelian group which is residually a

finite /»-group. Therefore there are no elements of order prime to /» in V(P).

Now let F be free in 2133 of rank n. Then since «<oo FjV(F)vi is nilpotent.

Hence

f¡v(fY s Piv(pyl.

This isomorphism provides us with an isomorphism

V(F)I V(FY ~ V(P)I V(Py'       (i=l,2,...).

Now V(F) is free abelian of finite rank. So V(F)IV(F)pl is a direct product of

(a finite number of) cyclic groups of order /»'.

On the other hand consider the abelian group V(P). V(P) is reduced. So if

V(P) is not torsion-free then V(P) has a finite direct factor K say (Zv# 1) (see e.g.,

[20, p. 21]). By our remarks above K is a /»-group and hence may be taken to be

cyclic of order pr, say. Let L be a complementary factor of K:

V(P) = LxK.

Thus V(P)¡V(P)r+1 is not a direct product of cyclic groups of order pr+1. This

means V(P) is indeed torsion-free.

Now let a e P (a=£ 1). If a e V(P), a is of infinite order. If a $ V(P), observe that

a must be of order at least /»' modulo V(P)pt since in F an element outside V(F)

is of order at least p* modulo V(F)pi. This last comment follows immediately by

using the subgroup theorem for free groups and thinking of F as Gjy2(V(G))

where G is an absolutely free group of rank n. This completes the proof of Lemma 2.

Next we prove a variation of Theorem 5.4.

Lemma 3. Let P be parafree in 2133 where 21 is the variety of all abelian groups

and S3 is any variety of groups. If {33A | A £ A} is the family of varieties defined by

(i) S3A is a subvariety of 33 for every X e A ;

(ii) there exists a prime p such that S3A consists of locally finite p-groups;

(iii) every variety satisfying (i) and (ii) is in the family {33A | A £ A}, then P is

residually parafree in {2133A | A £ A}.

The proof of Lemma 3 is similar to that of Theorem 5.4. Thus suppose a e P,

aj^\. Since P is residually nilpotent there exists a prime/» and a normal subgroup

N of P such that a <£ N and P¡N is a finite /»-group (K. W. Gruenberg [15]). Since

P/Ne 2ÍS3, V(P¡N) is abelian. Now let u be the variety generated by P¡N¡V(PIN).

Then 11 is a variety of locally finite /»-groups. Moreover 11 is a subvariety of 33.

So 11 £ {S3A | A e A}. Let SB = 2111 and put

Q = P¡W(P)¡ya(P¡W(P)).

Then of course Q is residually nilpotent. Indeed we shall prove Q is parafree

in 2S. The argument is by now a familiar one. Thus let F be free in SB of the same
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rank as F. For each «^1, F/ynFis a quotient of F/ynF since 3B£2t33. It follows

therefore from the definition of Q that FjynF is a quotient of Q and hence that

Q¡YnQ=F¡ynF. So Q is indeed parafree in 20.

Finally we observe that as F/A g 93, N^ W(P). But F/A is nilpotent. Therefore

NIW(P) ̂  ya(PIW(P))       (=R¡W(P), say).

Since a $ N, a $ R. So Q^PjR is a parafree group in 2ÍU in which the image of a

is nontrivial, where II e {93A | A £ A}. This completes the proof of Lemma 3.

Corollary. An absolutely parafree group is residually parafree in {2193 A | A g A},

where 93A ranges over all varieties of locally finite p-groups.

Proof. Absolutely parafree groups are residually parafree in {21" | n = 1, 2,...}.

For absolutely free groups are residually soluble ; therefore the union of the varieties

21, 2t2,... is the variety of all groups. So Theorem 5.4 applies. The corollary now

follows on applying Lemma 3.

We are now in a position to prove Theorem 6.1. Thus let F be parafree in 2193.

By Lemma 3, F is residually parafree in {2t93A | A ë A} where S3A ranges over varieties

of locally finite /^-groups. Hence by Lemma 2 F is residually torsion-free. So F is

torsion-free as claimed.

6.3. We recall that 2tn is the variety of all abelian groups of exponent dividing

n. The object of this section is to prove

Theorem 6.2. There exists continuously many nonisomorphic parafree groups of

rank two in 2t2t2.

One consequence of the proof of Theorem 6.2 is

Theorem 6.3. There exist a parafree group of rank two in 2Í2C2 of continuous order.

We shall need the following

Lemma 1. Let F be free in 2l2l„ on a and b. Then y2F is free abelian on the elements

Ci,i = [a, bY'"',       0 á i,j è n-l, i+j < 2n-2.

Proof. Certainly

y2F = gp ([a, bY'b'\ 0 è i,jún-l).

But

1 = [a",bn]= [a,b](a"'1+---+1Xb"'1+---+1).

Therefore

[fl^f"16*"1 = [a,b]-^aibl,       0 Ú i,j < n-l, i+j < 2n-2.

We have only to check the independence of the cu's. To do so consider the wreath

product

(gp (a) x gp (F))l(gp (x) x gp(y))

where a and ß are of infinite order and x and y are of order n.
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Put

*(i,j) = **'*', ß(i,j) = ßx'>'.

Now

[xa, yß] = «(0, 0)-M0, 1)0(0, 0)0(1, Q)-1.

Thence we find

[xa,yßf*' = a(i,j)^a(i,j+l)ß(i,j)ß(i+l,j)-\

It follows directly on inspection of the n2 — 1 commutators

[xa, yß]*'»1,       0 í 1J ^ /i- 1, i+j < 2n-2

that they are independent. Indeed if we list them in blocks as

«(0.0)-1 «(0,1) 0(0,0) 0(1,0)-*

«(0, I)"1 «(0,2) 0(0,1) 0(1, I)"1

«(O,«-!)"1     «(0,0) 0(0,11-1)        0(1, «-I)"1

«(1.0)-1 «(1,1) 0(1,0) 0(2,0)"1

o(l, I)"1 «0,2) 0(1,1) 0(2, I)"1

oCl.a-1)-1     «(1,0) 0(1, n-\)        0(2, n-1)"1

«(h-1,0)"1     «(«-1,1)        0(«-l,O)        0(0,0)"1

«(«-1, I)"1     «Cn—1,2)        0(«-l, 1)        0(0, I)"1

a(n-\,n-2)   a(n-\,n-\)   ß(n-\,n-2)   0(0, n-2)'1

then their linear independence is immediate.

We specialize now to a free group F freely generated by a and b in 2Í2Í2. Then

y2F is free abelian on

[a, b], [a, b]\ [a, bf

and [a,6]a* = [fl,é]-1[fl,*]-°[a,¿]-6.

Now let 0 be a multiplicative copy of a subgroup of the additive group of rationals

which contains the integer 1 and is not divisible by 2 and let 01; 02, 03 be indexed

copies of 0. Put

N = 0i x 02 x 03.

Let ¡i be the automorphism of N defined by

JtX, X± 1   7" X%y X% '   ^" -^1) -^3 '   ^" *^l    -^2   -^3 \-^ ^ *-\)*

Clearly p. is of order two. Similarly let v be the automorphism of N defined by

V : Xx H> X3, X2 !->■ xî 1X2 1X3"1, X3 h-> Xi (x £ 0).
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Then v too is of order two. Moreover p.v = vp,. So gp (p., v) is an abelian group of

order four and exponent two.

We construct now an extension F of N by a free abelian group Q as follows :

F = gp (N, u, v; u_1wu = wp., v~xwv = wv(w e N), [u, v] = ex).

Here e stands for the element of 0 corresponding to the rational number 1.

We compute now y2P. If x e 0, then

xx = x2 = x3   modulo y2P.

Since x2=x{1x21x31 it follows that

x* = 1    modulo y2P.

So A4 = gp (w4 | w g A) ^ y2P. But by our choice of 0, 0/04 is generated by eO4.

This means that A/A4 is generated by e1; e2 and e3 modulo V4. Since ex e y2P and

ex = e2 = e3 we have proved y2P=N. So P\y2P is free abelian of rank two.

Now observe that N/N2' is the direct product of three cyclic groups gp (exN2'),

gp (e2N2'), gp (e3N2>) of order 2'. It will follow from this observation that F has

the same lower central sequence as the free group F in 2l2t2 of rank two on a and b.

It follows from Lemma 1 of 6.1 that y2F/y3F is a finite 2-group since F2 is a free

abelian group on a finite number of (namely five) generators. Hence y2F\ycF is a

finite 2-group for every c ̂  2. Therefore for some /,

yeF ^ (y2F)2t.

Now inspect F modulo (y2F)2'. It is clear then from our previous remarks and the

construction of F that

F¡(y2F)2' S PI(y2Pf.

It follows easily that F and F have the same lower central sequence.

Therefore in order to prove F is parafree of rank two we have only to prove that

F is residually nilpotent. This however is clear since

n a2' = i
i = l

and F/A2' is nilpotent.

The proof of Theorem 6.4 is now almost complete for y2P is the direct product

of three copies of 0, a torsion-free abelian group of rank one. By a theorem of

Reinhold Baer (see e.g., [21, Vol. 1, p. 212]) this means that 0 completely deter-

mines y2P. Since the number of such 0 is the power of the continuum (see e.g.,

A. G. Kurosh [21, Vol. 1, p. 209]) the number of parafree groups of rank two is at

least the power of the continuum. This completes the proof of Theorem 6.2.

6.4. In order to prove Theorem 6.3, let us take the group 0 in the proof of

Theorem 6.1 to be a multiplicative copy of the 2-adic integers. Then 0/02' is cyclic
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of order 2' for every i= 1, 2,... and

ñ o21 = i.
i=i

So 0 has (as a little reflection reveals) all the properties required in the proof of

Theorem 6.2 which therefore goes through subject only to this modification. Since

the 2-adic integers have the power of the continuum this completes the proof of

Theorem 6.3.

7. Frattini subgroups.

7.1. The Frattini subgroup of a free group in 212t2 is trivial (J. Cossey and A.

Whittemore [13]). By way of contrast we shall show that this is not always true of

parafree groups in 2Í2I2. To this end let P be the group used in the proof of Theorem

6.3 where 0 is the 2-adic integers. Our aim now is to compute the Frattini subgroup

of P. Let then M be a maximal subgroup of P and suppose N=y2P^M. Then by

maximality MN=P. So there exist elements u',v'eN such that Mbuu', vv'.

Hence M n N is normal in P. Let us put F=gp (uu1, vv'). Then M = F(M n N).

So modulo M n N, Fisa. maximal subgroup of P. Therefore N/M n N is a minimal

normal subgroup of P\M n N. But observe that Facts, by conjugation, as a finite

group of automorphisms of NjM n N. Hence N/M n N is a finitely generated

abelian group and therefore finite of prime exponent/». But N is divisible by every

prime except 2. This means that NjM n N is of exponent 2 since by assumption

M^N( = y2P). So M^N2. But P/A/2 is nilpotent and every maximal subgroup of

a finitely generated nilpotent group contains the derived group. So M12.N, a

contradiction. Thus we have proved M does indeed contain y2P. Since P\y2P is

free abelian it follows that the Frattini subgroup of P coincides with y2P.

7.2. The main result of this section is

Theorem 7.1. Finitely generated parafree groups in 2133 have trivial Frattini

subgroup.

The main step in the proof is

Lemma 1. Let % be a variety of locally finite p-groups. Then finitely generated

parafree groups in 2ÍS3 have trivial Frattini subgroup.

Proof. Let P be a finitely generated parafree group in 2133 with parabasis

Xi,..., xn. Then

Q = gp (xi,..., xn)

is free in 2Í33 on xi5..., xn.

Now, by Theorem 6.1, P is torsion-free. So V(P) is a free abelian group of

finite rank. Moreover since P has the same lower central sequence as Q, V(Q) is

a free abelian group of the same rank as V(P). So V(P)/V(Q) is finite of order m.

(Actually m is prime to p.) So if q is any prime which is different from p and does

not divide m, then, modulo V(P)q, V(Q) coincides with V(P). Moreover

V(Pf n V(Q) = V(Q)°.
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So

PjV(P)" = QV(P)"IV(P)" s QIV(Q)".

Therefore P\ V(P)q is free in 21,93 where 2Í, is, of course, the variety of all abelian

groups of exponent q. But the Frattini subgroup of such a group is trivial (see

e.g., J. Cossey and A. Whittemore [13]). Therefore

<p(p) s v(py.

Hence

<p(p) £ n v(py
where this intersection ranges over all primes q which do not divide m and are

different from p. Consequently <p(P) = 1. This completes the proof of Lemma 1.

Theorem 7.1 follows easily from Lemma 1. Indeed if F is finitely generated and

parafree in 2193 then F is residually parafree in {2I93A | A e A} where 93A ranges

over a family of varieties of locally finite /»-groups (Lemma 3 of 6.1). So </>P is

trivial, by Lemma 1.

Since, by the corollary to Lemma 3 of 6.1, absolutely parafree groups are

residually parafree in {2t93A | A g A} where 93A ranges e.g., over a family of locally

finite/»-groups, it follows immediately from Theorem 7.1 that

Corollary 1. Finitely generated absolutely parafree groups have trivial Frattini

subgroups.

Similarly one has

Corollary 2. A finitely generated parafree group in the variety of all solvable

groups of derived length at most n has trivial Frattini subgroup.
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